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Hard.ing Students

New Political
Group Formed

Like Dr. Williamson

By Clark Johnson

By Phil Sturm

The Organization for Conservative Academic and Political Action-or OCAPA-is the newest
organization on the Harding cam-

"Harding students are different. You smile and look
at me like you like me. I like that," says John Finley
Williamson, internationally-famous choral conductor. Dr.

p us.

Also called the Libertarians,
t he group h as been spearheaded
by Hollis Black and Ed Isom. On
January 14, charter members
elected Hollis Bla.c k, president,
Bob Rader, vice-president, and
India Whitmore, secretary-trea-.
surer.
The group's purpose is stated
in the preamble of their constitution: "We, as students of
Harding College, in an effort to
promote proper attitudes of patriotism and nationalism which
will promote pride in our nation,
our n ation ' s traditions, and our
nation's future, and which will
lead to a continuation of our
sovereignty and freedom, do ordain and establish this constitution for the Libertarians."
Hollis Black summarized, "The
basic function of the group is to
stimulate individual study among
the members." Libertarians will
present speeches in areas of personal interest with depth and
Applications for study tour
documentat ion of evidence.
Areas for discussion range from programs to Hawaii, British and
the American moral fiber to 'Austrian universities are now
movies and modern art to the being accepted by the University
Federal Reserve System and fiat Study Tour Program and the
money to t he Potsdam, Yalta, Institute of International EducaCairo, and Teheran conferences to tion.
social and cultural international
Information concerning the
r elations to mental health.
Hawaii tour may be obtained by
In addition to speeches, OCAPA writing to Dr. Robert E. Gralle,
will use available films and tapes. 2275 Mission St., San Francisco.
An activities committee. composSpecial rates for mainland
ed of Maury Franks, Tom Gasstudents and teachers for the six
kins, Ed Isom, Bob Rader, and
week Hawaii Summer Session beIndia Whitmore, will plan the
gin as low as $555.
for m at of the meetings.
Round trip jet air transportaArticle VI of their constitution
states: "Section 1. It shall be a tion across the Pacific leaving
policy of this group to seek and from U. S. gateway cities, comentertain advice from the Ad- fortable Waikiki Beach Hotel acministration of Harding College at commodations, plus a full schedule of 22 activities are included
all times.
Section 2. The group shall work in the price.
closely with the program of
British Program
American Studies at Harding College in an effort to educate the
The three British programs ofstudent body as regards the con- fer a choice of subjects and
servative principles which have periods which may be studied
so well served America and the at the appropriate university
dangers, both domestic and fore- concerned.
ign, which threaten to destroy
Shakespeare and Elizabethan
our freedoms. (italics in constitu- drama will be offered at Strattion ).
ford-upon-Avon by the UniverSection 3. This group shall be sity of Birmingham; the history,
autonomous and non-affiliated literature and arts of 17th cenwith any other group - on or tury England will be the course
off campus. (italics in constitu- at the University of Oxford.
tion) ."
A study of British history,
OCAPA upholds the sound philosophy and literature from
pr i n c i p I e s of constitutional
1688 to 1832 will be presented at
gov ernment and regards the the University of Edinburgh in
forces of communism as one of
Scotland.
the greatest threats to American
At the Salzburg Summer
freedom . The United States
should therefore stress victory School in Austria, emphasis will
over, rather than co-existence, be placed on German language
study.
with this menace.
The historic University of
The charter members are Hollis
Black, Karen Bullock, Margie Vienna will hold a special sumCrippen, Maury Franks, Jim mer session at its St. Wolfgang
Gardner, Tom Gaskins, Ralph campus, on Lake St. Wolfgang,
Heissinger, Ed Isom, Gerry Kurz, Stroble, Austria. Courses availHattie Moore, Bob Rader and able to students will include law
and political science, liberal arts
India Whitmore.
The Libert arians meet in and the German language.
American Studies 114 at 1:30 p.m.
Open to Undergrads
the first and third Mondays of
each month . The public is inCourses for all three sessions
vited.
are designed for graduate students and teachers but undergraduates who have completed
Bison Boosters Elect
at least two years of university
New Spring Officers
work may apply.
Applications for ' admission and
Linda Stafford, junior elementary education major from Gran- for scholarships may be obtained
by, Mo., is the new Bison Boost- from th,e Counseling Division, Institute of International Educaers president.
Elected to serve with her are tion, 800 Second Avenue, New
Wheeler Pounds, vice-president York 17, New York.
Completed British Summer
and Freda Ferguson, treasurer.
Rayma Bailey is still serving as School scholarship ·applications
secretary and Gene Conner is must be received before March
1, 1963, and admission applicar eporter-historian.
Activities this semester, other tions before March 30. Scholarthan t he all-school game at Hen- ship applications for the A~trian
drix College, Conway, last week schools must be returned by
will include another all-school March 1, and admissions applicagame at Arkansas CoUege, Bates- tions by May 1 .
Students who wish to read
ville, Saturday night and a road
trip for Bison Boosters and the more detailed information about
pep band to Arkansas Tech at the summer sessions may stop by
the Bison office.
Russellville on Feb. 15.

Williamson is at Harding this
week conducting a choral clinic
with vocal students here. He is
working with the A Cappella,
chorale, Academy Chorus, junior
high chorus and vocal and choral
conducting classes.
Different Approach
The Williamson approach to
choral music is one which is entirely new to many students. He
has shown that most people sing
incorrectly. Dr. Williamson says,
"The human voice should be like
a violin or 'cello, but never like
a piano or organ."
"Don't emphasize that word,"
is a frequent statement made by
Williamson. He says that the composer has given proper emphasis
to each word and that vocalists
should never
emphasize or
"punch" particular words. "The
language of music is flowing and
smooth," states Williamson.

Study Tour Plan I
Open to Students ·
I

Breathing Unnecessary
Dr. Williamson also says that
a singer does not need to
breathe, but simply to open up
and let the oxygen flow in. "It
is incorrect when you can hear
a vocalist taking a breath," he
says. "He is only stealing the
oxygen from his neighbor."
Williamson, who is accompanied by his wife, has studied voice
under Herbert Greene and Herbert Witherspoon. The Westminister Choir, which he directed for 37 years, is a leading international concert attraction
and has appeared with Toscanini, Bernstein, and many
other conductors of symphony
orchestras. It has appeared befor four U . S. Presidents and
has made several world-wide
good will tours.
-

PHOTO BY DEAN

Deanna Snowden holds up two fingers in response to Dr.
Williamson's question, "How many throats do you have 'l"

Club Teaches language

Mission Field in America is Open
To People Willing to Teach Deaf
By Florence Klemm
There is a mission field in
America composed of people with
few preachers of any religion.
These people are the deaf.
To preach to the deaf, one
must know sign language and
must be able to simplify his lessons to this restricted language.
It is small preparation compared
to that required of most missionaries.

and holding discussiorns on teaching methods.
Students are encouraged to
join Dactylology club this semester! Two teachers from Little
Rock, Richard Hawkins and Jimmie Bailey, will teach intermediate and advanced classes.
A beginner's class will be held
every Thursday evening at 6:15
in R. 202 of the Bible building.
Howard Paullin will teach the
class.

Accompanied By Wife
Rhea Beatrice Williamson was
co-founder with her husband of
the W estminister Choir College
and served as its dean and
registrar for 32 years. She toured
with the choir, handling matters
of protocol and public relations .
"Aside from being the wife of
John Finley Williamson and
mother of his children," she says,
"I am most proud of my as.:
sociation with the W estminister
Choir College."
The combined Harding
choruses will give a public program in the College Auditorium
under the direction of Dr. Williamson, this Sunday afternoon,
Feb. 10, at 2:30 p.m.

R•1tch•1es Pl ann•1ng
World Campa·ign
Various faculty members are
spearheading a drive for funds to
send Mr. and Mrs. Andy T. Ritchie, Jr., on a tour of mission
points around the world.
Ritchie is scheduled to work
in an evangelistic effort in London and Aylesbury, England,
this summer. This campaign will
be supported by the Hillsboro
Church of Christ in Nashville.
Several Harding teachers, led
by Dr. Ed Sewell and Professor
Robert Brown, thought it would
be an excellent opportunity for
the Ritchies to extend their trip.
They feel that such a tour would
not only give encouragement to
missionaries, but would help
Ritchie in his work with the personal evangelism group at Harding.
The College Church of Christ
has offered to sponsor the extended tour and a special collection of approximately $650
has been added to the fund. The
church will accept funds for this
purpose.
The spontaneity of this drive
has been stressed. Friends and
former students of Ritchie are
urged to collect funds in their
localities and send it to the Col~
lege Church.
In commenting on the drive,
Dr. Sewell says, "The success
of the efforts to secure sufficient
funds for our Brother Ritchie to
tour the mission points of the
world holding gospel meetings
will depend on his former students primarily. If several will,
on their own initiative, take the
responsibility to raise funds in
their locality and send the money to the College Church here,
I believe the fund raising will be
'a success."

'Matchmaker' Features Cast
With Variety of Experience

Opportunity to Learn
Harding's Dactylology club offers students an opportunity to
learn the sign language. It is not
difficult to learn. A manual is
provided with the alphabet and
signs.
Practice aimed at preparing
students for teaching the deaf
includes giving short talks in
sign language, reading and simplifying written material and
learning signs for songs.
Last spring, members of the
club resumed classes for deaf
children at the Arkansas School
for Negro Deaf and Blind in
Little Rock. There are now five
different classes being held.
Students Teach Deaf
Six Harding students attempt
to teach more than fifty deaf
children, in the sign language,
of Jesus. The teaching is on a
rudimentary level as the children
have had little religious training.
Other activities of Dactylology
club members include meeting
with adult Christians from Little
Rock, touring schools for the deaf

Sewell and Bailey Head
Harding SNEA Chapter
Sam Sewell and Jim Bailey
were recently elected to serve as
president and vice-president, respectively, of the Florence Cathcart chapter of SNEA for the
spring semester.
Harding's group, the largest in
the state this year, was notified
recently that the chapter is one
of the limited number of chapters
across the nation selected to participate in the International Relations Program of the Student
Education Association.
This will involve chapter-tochapter correspondence between
the local SNEA and an overseas
group, probably the Union of
Science and Education in Germany. Full details have not been
received on the program.
This year, the Harding chapter
will hold open elections for 196364 officers. Candidates for SNEA
office will campaign on campus
under an amendment to the chaPter constitution this year.

Lily Pool Devotionals
Weather permitting, there will
be a devotional around the lily
pool each Thursday night at 9:S5
from now until the end of school.
This will allow time for quiet
meditation at the close of the
day and still enable students to
be through by the time for the
9:55 chimes.
Sunday afternoon visitation
groups all meet at the Student
Center at 2 p.m.

Thorton Wilder's "The Matchmaker," a four-act play directed
by Ben Holland and starring
Floyd Lord and Cathy Patella,
is scheduled to be one of the
major productions of the Harding
drama department.
The play is set for performances February 22-23 and features a cast well seasoned with
drama experience.
Lord, who plays the male lead
of Horace Vandergelder, received the best actor award last year
for his portaryal of Willie Leman
in "Death of a Salesman." A
member of Campus Players and
Alpha Psi Omega, he also appeared in "Where the Cross was
Made."
Cathy Patella, who portrays
the title role of Mrs. Levi is
making her debut in a major
production. She has appeared in
the following one-act plays, "The
Boor," "Leader of the People,"
anr "The Valiant."
· Supporting roles are played by
Norman Tubb, Dalton Eddleman,
Linda Graff and Betty Garrettson.

All four are members of Campus Players and Tubb, Eddleman
and Miss Graff are members of
Alpha Psi Omega. Tubb was recognized last year for his outstanding performance in the
"King and I" and was named
Thespian of the Year. Miss Graff
won the Best Supporting Actress
award last year for her role in
"Death of a Salesman."
Others players include Martha
Nelson, Jack Kline, Sue Gately,
Ben Stewart, Sandra Herndon,
Jon Farris, Tom Reppart, Kirk
Manor and Jean Masters.
~fathv

Maddox Shows

-=~1.,, Pro~ram On Korea
The Oriental Club experienced
its largest turn-out yet this year,
with eighteeen people present,
last Thursday evening, Jan. 31.
Kathy Maddox, an active member who had been practice teaching, showed informative slides of
her trip to Korea during the
summer of 1961. Kathy has
worked with the church in Korea
and is planning to return there'
in 1967.
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How we see it

Harding Choral Groups Honored
By Presence of Dr. Williamson
Harding choral groups are honored this week
by the p1'esence of Dr. John Finley Williamson, . a
very kind, interesting and learned gentleman who
has already endeared himself to many students.
Perched atop the piano in the main auditorium,
Dr. Williamson lectures in such informal and personal-type tones that even the Bison photographer,
who admits he couldn't carry a tune in a bucket,
found himself sitting through an entire session and
contemplating attending more.
Chorus members come out of the sessions enthralled with the miracles Dr. Williamson can perform with his directing. Many laymen wonder how
the A Cappella Chorus could get much better, but
according to those who sing in it, they're performing like they never have before.
Founder of Westminster College and the internationally-famed Westminster Choir, Dr. Williamson
has a list of accomplishments, degrees and honors too
long to fit in the Bison editorial space. But more
impressive than all this is the man himself and the
enthusiasm he is able to instill in people for singing.

Some College Students Forget
Nob1er Purposes for Education
It seems that the college student is constantly
engaged in a battle of wits. Everyday in the class
room he listens to learned instructors expound on
all phases of learning; science, math, literature, history, religion, philosophy .. . .
During test week he spends hours cramming his
brain full of facts so that when the hour comes he
will be able to compete favorably with his class
mates. Unfortunately, some students become so engrossed with the idea of being known as an intellectual that they forget the real values and purposes
of an education.
Purpose of Education
Is an education effective if a person trains himself to rattle off dates, concepts and theories or
becomes outstanding in his field and doesn't take
time to broaden his understanding of mankind?
Education does not serve its true purpose when one
still feels alienated toward persons of other races,
religions and cultures. Education can become costly
when, with his mind so concentrated on learning,
the person ignores performing little kindnesses for
other people.
And, can the college student call himself an
asset to the human race if he thinks of education
only in terms of monetary rewards - or as proof
of his superiority to other people.
It seems that many persons seek an education
for reasons of inner security. There is no security
in education when it means constantly comparing
and competing for grades, trying to monopolize or
add to every conversation, assuming an arrogant
walk and voice tone and adding to one's vocabulary
a large supply of dictionary words.
Mature College Student
As the college student advances, it seems that
he would become more serious minded, less confident of his own abilities and more dependent on
higher powers. He would be less apt to rashly air
his thoughts, listening to others first, considering
all aspects of a situation and then forming his own
opinion. He would realize that a constructive approach to any problem or disagreement accomplishes
much more than a destructive one. He would choose
his words carefully. Above all, he would be humble
and kind to all people, not overwh_e lmed with any
success he might experience, but realizing how much
more he should be able to accomplish, aware always
of his ignorance in so many areas and understanding
that at best, he would use only a small percentage of
his brain power.

Thoughts
For Today
By Dhanarat Yongvanichjit
On our earth planet, there
exists human beings of different
appearances. Ordinarily, they are
subdivided into three major categories namely, Caucasian,
Mongolian and Negro.
Theit physical differences have
been assumed to indicate differences in behavior. Such a conclusion is absolutely fallacious,
according to sociologist Arnold
W. Green.
New Division of Humans
Perhaps one may arrive at a
new division of human beings
by observing their behavior. As
a matter of fact, someone has
aptly said that there exists really
only two kinds of people. No,
they are not the pessimists and
the idiots. One of them consists
of those who are part of the
problem, and the other - part
of the solution.
People belonging to the former
kind think in terms of themselves. They always wonder how
much money they can make, and
what they can get out of life.
They treat life like a slot ma.:
chine. They try to put in as little
as possible but hope to hit the
jackpot.
Some Make Contributions
People belonging to the latter
kind are concerned with the contributions they can make. They
always wonder how much they
can give, and how much they
can put in life. They do not expect to receive more from an
investment than what they put
in. They consider life as a solid,·
intelligent investment. A man
like the late Dr. Tom Dooley deserves what is more than a citation.
What kind are you?
Where would the free world
be if all free people performed
just as you do?

~

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - O u r Man Scroggs-------------..,

Searcy Has History of Growth, Educational Advance
By Larry Scroggs
Page 18 of the Harding College General Catalog says,
"Searcy is the county seat and
trading center of White County,
one of the largest counties in
Arkansas.''
Some of us spend a vital segment of our lives in Searcy, Ark.
and never know any more about
the town than that sentence. We
may even feel a little ashamed
when someone asks us where
Harding College is located. If we
feel that way, we're not being
fair to Searcy. We don't know
the town. We don't know the
folks that live in it.
Educational Leader
And, if all we know about
Searcy is what we read in the
catalog, we're not being fair with
ourselves either. For Searcy, Ark.
has been an educational and
cultural leader throughout its
history.
From a booklet that was published in 1937 entitled Searcy
Centennial comes the following
information: R i ch a r d Searcy
came to Arkansas by flatboat in

1817. He followed the Tennessee
River to Lawrence County of
what was then the Missouri Territory.

Searcy, an attorney, gained
the respect of his contempararies
for his fairness and good judgment. He distinguished himself
mainly by his work in a trial
for land fraud. The Arkansas
Legislature remembered Searcy
in 1837 when they began to think
of a name for the seat of justice
of White County.
Several families had come to
the area in 1836 in covered wagons. The first actual settler
within the present corporation of
Searcy was David Crise, whose
40 acres includes the present city
cemetery.
Because of controversy over
the county seat location, it required an appeal to the United
States Supreme Court to finally
confirm the little townsite. But
once established, the town began
to grow, nurtured by the love
and interest of its early settlers.

Polytech first School
The first in a long line of
schools was the Polytechnic Institute, Inc. of Searcy, established in 1849. Then came the Searcy
Male Academy in 1851.
All schools were closed during
the Civil War years, but several
more, including the Searcy Male
and Female High School of the
Methodist E p i s c o p a l Church,
South, were established by 1875.
In 1932, after 45 years of service, Galloway Woman's College
merged with Hendrix at Conway.
Two years later Harding moved
to the old Gallaway campus.
After only three years, Searcy
residents proudly said of Harding, "Splendid contributions of
educational and cultural values
have already been made by this
institution."
The White County Courthouse,
built in 1870-71, was remodeled
and enlarged in 1912. Many of
the businesses now occupying
major places in Searcy's economy
were founded in the early part
of the century.

Student Opinions Clash on Value of U.N.
Blind Leaders of Peace
May Sell Us Into Tyranny
By Maurice Franks

I hold that the United Nations,
as organized under the San
Francisco Charter, is intrinsically incapable of maintaining
world freedom. UN SecretaryGeneral U Thant has said:
It seems to
that the
United Nations must develop
in the same manner as every other sovereign state.
If the United Nations is to
have a future, it must assume some of the attributes
of a state.
If we continue, as Mr. U Thant
suggests, to submit our sovemeignty to such an organization, we do so at the peril of
our national integrity and at
the risk of inevitable world tyranny.
UN Undemocratic
I base this conclusion on the
fact that United Nations is undemocratic; on the fact that undemocratic govern.mental bodies
have historically proven themselves susceptible to corruption
and despotism; and on the fact
that the United Nations charter
offers no safeguards against the
"Lib- Is found In d.U.g right."
inevitable evolution of the or
ganization in that direction.
PRt;;SS
The United Nations is undemEditor .......................................... ............ .......... Marilyn Horvath
ocratic. Its charter pays no reAssistant Editor ...... ... ......................................... .... Phil Sturm
spect to the fundamental safeBusiness Manager .......... ... .......... ....................... .. Larry Scroggs
guards of apportionment. Thus,
Assistant ...... .... ... .. .. ..... .... .... .. .. .. .. .. ..... . ... .... ...... . Peggy Baker
the people of 54 small nations,
Sports Editor ..... ..... ........ .... .... .... .. .. .. .. ... ...... ... .. Shannon Spears
whose total combined population
Sports Writers ...... .............. Shannon Spears, Sherry Ashby,
is 176 million, have 54 votes in
Richard Rheinholdt, Jim Angel
the UN General Ass em b 1 y;
Photographer ...... ........ ........................................... ... Chris Dean
whereas the 180 million people
News Writers ... :.................... Dennis Organ, Clark Johnston,
of the United States have but
Marie Laird, Cliff Ganus Jr., Donna Chambers
one vote.
Feature Editor ......... .................................. ... ...... Martha Tooke
Fifty-four to one are very
Feature Writers ... ........ .... ..... Salena Cogdell, Eileen Mazurin
poor odds in any game. The 180
Society Editor ... .. .... .. .. ......... ... ... ... .. .. .. .. .. ..... ... .. . Linda Risinger
million people of the United
Cartoonist .. .. .. .. ... .. . .. .. ... ..... .... .. .. ..... .. .. ...... ......... ... ... Betty Tipton
States are certainly entitled to
better representation than this.
Official student weekly newspaper published during the
UN Unrepresentative
regular academic year except holidays and four examination
The United Nations is unreweeks, by the students of Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas.
presentative. It purports to speak
All material is written and edited by students and should be
for "world opinion," but its delinterpreted accordingly.
egates clearly do not represent
Subscription price: $2 per year
opinion. The votes of the SovietSingle copies lOc
bloc delegates hardly reflect the
Second class postage paid at Searcy, Arkansas.
wishes of the 600 million slaves

~

Then I says to my roommate . . . . . By the way, I hope you guys aren't in a hurry to get to
your next hour class.

me

held captive by Khrushchev.
Indeed, the UN charter's recognition of the Soviet Union
as a "peace-loving nation" evidences a grave moral insouciance
on the part of that charter's authors.
I must hold that Marxism is
inherently evil and immoral, and
that to co-operate in any way
with avowed liars and murders
is also evil and immoral.
And yet today Russia sits with
us as a permanent member of
the UN Security Council, empowered to "veto" any definitive
action which might be taken to
restore world peace and freedom.
To permit Russia to have such a
veto power concerning the use
of UN troops is like permitting
Jack the Ripper to have a vote
on the local police commission.
Breeds Corruption
Non-representative rule breeds
corruption. If a tyrannical worldwide government is to be avoided, then our "world organization" must operate under a charter which, like the American
Constitution, is firmly based on
a fundamental belief in God and
on a determination to preserve
not only peace but also freedom.
Such a charter must provide
for the election of delegates directly by the people, not by their
undemocratic dictators, And, until the world is ready for such
an organization, any well-meaning attempts at world government can only lead to more of
what we have already observed
in Katanga.
·
Should UN military rule ever
envelop the entire earth, there
would be no hope of liberation.
Tyranny cannot be overthrown
from within. The only hope of an
oppressed people is that they
will receive external assistance.
We must, therefore, be particul~.rly careful that no world organization carries the seeds of
despotism. Our best assurance
lies in a rule of the people under a constitutional republic.
Our "second best" solution is
tantamount to suicide.

Anti-U.N. Faction Eager117-~
To Criticize, Not Support
By Phil Sturm

In recent weeks, the antiUnited Nations faction of our
country has seemed to increase
its activity, using as its motto,
"Get the U. S. out of the U. N.
and the U.N. out of the U. S ."
It is evident to me that this
faction is overlooking a few basic
facts. These people have carried
their conservatism and criticism
a little too far, so that their
solution to the U. N. problem
is unrealistic.
Easy Way Not Best Way
Granted, the easiest way out
of a problem is to bury one's
head in the sand, but the easiest
way is seldom the means to the
best end. It is easy to criticize,
especially when only for the
sake of criticism, but infinitely
harder to be constructive and
work out the best solution possible for the good of all concerned.
This faction finds it easy to
criticize the U. N., but yet it
has come up with no better solution of world peace.
It is my thesis that although
the U. N. is not perfect in any
sense of the word, it is still the
best solution advanced so far.
We must agree that a shaky
peace is better than no peace at
all.
The United Nations has made
its share of mistakes, as have all
other humans and human organizations. The government of
the United' States of America
has made mistakes too, but shall
we destroy it because of this ?
Katanga Problem
The anti-U. N. people delight
in pointing an accusing finger to
the situation in the Congo and
the secession of the Katanga pro.vince. Though I cannot entirely
condone U. N. policy in the Cohgo, neither can I condone the
right of the Katangans to secede.
Did not our own country fight
a brutal and needless · civil war
a century ago to uphold the
principles of union?
These people object to the

United States paying a large
portion of their support of the
U. N., contending that other
nations are not assuming their
fair share of the financial responsibility. While this is all
true, I maintain that we cannot
and must not put a price tag on
peace and freedom.
U. S. participation in a world
organization is necessary for its
existence, as is proven by the
fate of the Wilsonian League of ·
Nations. "Getting the U. S . out
of the U. N." would necessarily
mean the tragic end of world
cooperation.
Cold War
We cannot underestimate the
importance of the "cold war",
the ideological battle between
Communist Russia and the free
world. The outcome of this battle will no doubt determine the
course of history for hundreds
of years.
Yet, is it not better for this
battle to be fought on the floor
of the General Assembly than
on the bloody battleground of
the world?
In closing, I quote the opening
line of the theme song of the
U. N. Children's Choir, "Let
there be peace on earth, and let
it begin with me."

· Think .About This!
In 1923, eight of the world's
most successful financiers met
in Chicago. They were men who
had the secret of making money.
Forty years later one of them
had died bankrupt, another one
was insane. One died abroad insolvent, one was serving a term
in Sing Sing Prison, another one
had been pardoned from prison
to die at home. The remaining
four committed suicide.

Fournier News of Chestnut Hill
College, Philadelphia, Pa., has the
answer to slimming down. Starve.

The Latest in Electronic Photo Engraving

Feb. 7, 1968

Harding Helps

Harding offers needy Bible
majors and preaching students
the opportunity to complete their
academic education here.
In this area there are many
preaching opportunities. Each
Sunday over a hundred Harding
students preach in surrounding
congregations. This helps them
finance their educational expen.
ses. They also acquire practical
. experience in the field.
In addition to these and other
work opportunities, Harding offers scholarship and loan funds
based on a flexible policy and
administered with respect to
need. In addition to the general
funds there are seven funds instituted exclusively for the use of
Bible majors.

Mrs. Roy Reaves, of the print shop staff, checks the dot size ready to make an electronic photo
engraving. The engra"ings are used, as this one above, to print photographs in newspapers and
ot her printed material. They are made on plastic in a short time at much less cost than the old
method of etching in zinc metal.
If you are interested in sports
writing and would like to aid
the Bison in coverage of the
spring sports coming up, stop by
the Bison office, second floor Student Center, Monday afternoon.

Ha rdwa re -

Furn iture -

Housewares -

Appliances

CHILDERS'

GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Use Our Lay-Away for Christmas

311 E. Race

Barber Shop

Free Parking

~=~m~~-=~ ~
Open Weekdays 5:30 a.m. -

I

8:00 p.m.

We Specialize
in Flat Tops

Each year the Gospel Broadcast S c h o l a r s h i p provides
a Bible student full tuition
and fees for four y e a r s.
It begins with the junior year
and terminates with the completion of the Master of Religious
Education degree. The other
scholarship is the Mrs. Pauline
Law Scholarship fund of $2,650,
the interest from which is used.
Much emphasis is placed on
loan funds. Since money can
be used during the year, repaid
during the summer months, and
reused the following year, the
loan program provides the most
efficient use of the aid money.
The Mr. and Mrs. Leman
Johnson Student Loan Fund provides $100, the Della Nicholas
Fund supplies over $5,000, the
J. M. Pryor Fund provides $150,
and the Mr. and Mrs. Jesse P .
Sewell Fund supplies $1,150.
The J. R. Kendall Loan Fund
furnishes an amount the sum of
which has been withheld by the
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Welcome Harding Students
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MOORE'S

For The Best In
QUALITY and SELECTION

CONOCO

For road service call CH 5-9693
2 Blocks from campus

923 E. Race

SHOP AT

KROH'S

LADl~S

APPARE:L

100 Spring St.

All NAME BRANDS IN STERLING,
CRYSTAl AND CH INA
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS

Engraving, Watch and Jewelry
Repair of All Kinds

Rand's

Ph. CH 5-2340

Poly Clean

•

S

•

Corner of Court Square

This year Harding graduates
fourteen Bible majors, part of a
dedicated group who serve as
the backbone of the campus's religious program.
At the end of four years of
study during which time they
gain a deep i n s i g h t into
Biblical teachings, the students
scatter to various parts of the
country and sometimes go a·
broad with the purpose of
strengfuening the church.
Harding students who chose
the ministry as their life's profession were prompted by a
variety of reasons. Almost all of
them now preach on Sundays
f o r congregations throughout
Arkansas or in sWTounding
states.
JIM SMELSER, from Wayne,
Mich., says he wants to preach
because he enjoys working with
people. Smelser currently preaches at Big Four, Ark. He attended
high school at Great Lakes
Christian College in Ontario,
Canada, and spent one year at
Freed-Hardeman.
At the age of 12, MARVIN
RICKETI' participated in public
worship for the first time by
leading singing in church one
Sunday. Now finding himself at
the brink of a preaching career,
Rickett explains, "One phase of
church leading leads to another."
He now preaches at five dif.
ferent congregations, one of them
being his home church in Moody,
Mo., on alternating Sundays.
PAT McGEE, from Wichita,
Kans., preaches in Clinton, Ark.,
and plans to move there to work
full-time for the churah as soon
as he graduates.
McGee will be going on the
;campaign to Jamaica next summer, as he and his wife are part
of a group of 17 Christians who
plan to permanently move there
and work with the church in
1965.
JERE YATES, another one of
the preachers, is from Memphis,
Tenn. Jere has recently traveled
to Europe with the Belles and
Beaux.
SAM MIAO came to Harding
from Singapore via Freed-Hardeman. He is now assistant minister
at the Downtown Church of
Christ in Searcy. For the past
four years, he has preached in
various places including Singapore.
After graduating, Miao hopes
to secure a position at the new

ALL
SOCIAL CLUBS

Christian college to be built in
Hong Kong.
A Bible class teacher in his
home town church in Mount
Pleasant, Tex., sparked the desire
to preach in FRANK VISER. "I
want to preach in fulfillment of
the grave duty of spreading the
Word which Christ left to Christians," Viser says.
SAM TUMLINSON preaches in
Washington, Ark., and has definite plans to do mission work in
'3ritish Columbia. He is a native
:>f Richland, Wash.
The influence of his parents
1nd a close preacher friend made
CLARENCE SANDERS decide to
~nter the ministry.
Next year he plans to attend
the Graduate School of Bible
at Abilene Chrisian College. He
eventually wants to return to
the Northeast to preach. He is
from Fair Lawn, New Jersey.
During his freshman year,
JAMES BRUSTER decided it was
meant for him to enter the min·
istry so he changed his major
from physics to Bible. Bruster
has a regular preaching position
at Holly Grove, Ark., and hopes
to settle in Texas after graduating.
PAT CASEY, originally from
West Plains, Mo., intends to extend his study of the Bible at
the graduate school in Memphis
next year. Casey preaches at
Bradford, Ark.
LINDEL ANTIIONY, also from
West Plains, has no definite plans
for the future yet, but would
like to go where t he church is
weak. Antliony preaches for the
church at Cross Roads, Ark.
BILL FRILEY hopes to secure
a position teaching English in
junior high school and preach
too, when he gets out of college.
Since Friley is a native of Port
Huron, Mich., he says he will
return to the North to preach.
He preaches at Locust Bayou,
Ark.
A newcomer at Harding this
year, CLIFFORD LYONS spent
the last three years at FreedHardeman. Lyons is from Neosho,
Mo., and has preached twice a
month at Bee Brand, Ark. He
hopes to do work in New York
state.
Because the church is weak in
the North, CHARLES THOMPSON is considering doing his
ministering up there. His home
is Mt. Pleasant, Tex., and he
presently preaches for the church
in Success, Ark.

Modem
Barber Shop
8 a.m. • 6 p.m. Daily
Don Poole, Barber
Jeff Wilkerson, Owner

See Herman West
for your printing
needs ... .

• Bids
Invitations
• Ribbons
• Envelopes
• Letterheads
• Programs
• Notice Cards
•

Block North of Campus

Wedding Invitations
and Photographs
Banquet Photographs

Attendants
will be happy
to assist you
with your Laundry
and Dry Cleaning.
We try to make
Wash day apleasure
•
mour new
Coin-Operated Laundry.
HIGHWAY 67 E.

GARRISON JEWELERS

Ph. CH S-4455

·
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Fourteen Bible Ma1ors to Graduate
B~Clark 1~rs From Harding At.Close of Semester

B"bl M .
1

THE HARDING BISON

NEXT TO THE PIT

THE SEARCY BANK
INVITES

Harding College
PRESS
Herman West, Mgr.

Students to use our
Complete Banking Service

y0 u
Will Like Our
Friendliness
Member
F.D.l.C.

For Time and Temp.
Dial CH 5-4641

Hayes Typewriter

(on the campus)
1213 E. Center
Phone CH 5-4431

SEARCY, ARKANSAS

Florsheim Shoes Wesboro -

City Club Shoes

Young Men's Shoes

Famous VELVET STEPS and SHOW OFFS for Women

HEUER'S Shoe Store
Shoe Box
West Side Square -

Welcome Students

*
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THE HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.

.

Semester Registration
Shows Slight Decrease

Feb. 7, 1968 !
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Social Clubs Choose New Spring Semester Officers
Pioneer club officers for the
spring semester are Lester Risner,
president; Phil Cottrell, vicepresident; Richard Crispell, secretary; Ernie Roy, treasurer; F.
J . Thomas ,reporter.
Delta Iota
Officers of Delta Iota for the
spring semester are Peter Bumpass, president; Robert Grissom,
vice president; Sammy Alexander
secretary-treasurer; Don Wheeler,
parliamentarian; and Morris Ellis,
reporter.

OEGE
The OEGE social club had their
function, a pie and ice cream
supper, January 10th at the
pumping station. The entertainment consisted of games.
Members attending and their
dates were: Mary Garner, Tommy
Kirk; Janice Webb, David SimP-

son; Sandy Stone, Arnold Winter; Margie Jacques, Cliff Clark;
Karen Kelton, Mac Parks; Jane
Simpson, Tom Brown.
Others were Suzie Romero,
Roger McCown; Snow White,
Wheeler Pounds; Joan Wallace,
John Raines and sponsors' Mr.
and Mrs. Jerome Barnes. ·
Newly-elected OEGE officers are
Kerry Hardcastle, president; Dee
McCarley, vice president; Mary
Garner, secretary and Suzie Romero, treasurer.
Kappa Phi
The Kappa Phi Social Club has
elected new officers for the 1963
spring semester. They are the
following: Martha Tooke, president; Myrna Massey, vice president; Sue Jackson, secretary;
Avayd Barret, treasurer; Salena
Cogdell, reporter; Beth Smith de-

votional director; Beverly Beard,
athletic director and interclub
council representative.
The annual Kappa Phi banquet,
having Valentine's Day as its
theme, will be held Feb. 8, 1963,
at Kelley's Grill. Synette Hubbard will provide the entertainment for that occasion.

Phi Delta
Phi Delta held its regular meeting in Kendall Hall Jan. 28th.
Plans were made for a banquet which will be at Kelly's Grill
on April 20th.
New officers are Nancy Osburn, president; Alinda Parham,
vice president; Peggie Baker, secretary; Sharon Shipman, treasurer; Judi Cranford, reporter
and Ellen Colvin, interclub council representative.

Harding professors Rushton, James and Earnhart load up their
car for one of their recent outdoor excursions.

Students Attend Band Conference

The Arkansas Intercollegiate
Band Conference was held January 25-26 at Hendrix College
with nine colleges participating.
The band members attending
The consensus favored that from Harding included Jan Hornwhidb. is in style, but not the buckle, flute; Donna Scher, Mardaring, off-beat type of clothing tha Tooke, Karen Smith, Ronald
Doran and Ken Tipton, clarinet;
and make-up.
Dorothy Christmas, alto saxophone; Joanne Wright, cornet;
Tom Kirk, baritone; Gail Russell,
Representatives Coming trombone; Cliff Ganus, tuba; and
Jerry Bolls, snare drum.

clinic work.
He has been honored many
times by being selected as the
leader of organizations devoted
to band improvement in America.
The first Arkansas Intercollegiate Band was held at Hendrix College on February 18,
1956. Since this time outstanding
band members of the various
colleges have met each year. Rehearsing under some well-known
director is an additional incentice to their own local programs.

Men Have Firm Ideas About Dress of Opposite Sex

had no opinion. The general feeling was that tall and heavy feAny woman student who wants males should wear shorter heels
to catch the eye of a male might while smaller women look better
take a few suggestions from the in spike heels.
findings of a recent survey of
Some of the men interviewed
Harding men which points up
felt that spikes are "ridiculous
the fact that men have definite
and uncomfortable.'' Another
opinions on female dress.
claimed that they are bad for To Interview Seniors
One of the most frequent the feet and a third said, "They
Three public school representatopics discussed in the survey sound like a herd of horses comtives will be on campus next
concerned the gradually reced- ing at you."
week to interview students ining hemline. Comments ranged
Ninety-five percent of the men
from "I like them" to "I think felt that Harding women don't terested in teaching positions in
various parts of th country, · acthey are immodest and unuse too much make up. Eye cording to Mrs. Mildred McCoy,
Christian."
shadow and off-color lipstick are placement office secretary.
One student summarized his the most disliked cosmetics.
Wendell Broom, who preaches
feelings this way, which is in When asked what he considered
agreement with the statements excessive make-up to be, one in Wilmington, Del., will be on
of most of those interviewed: student replied, "When you can campus today through Saturday
"The hemline should be in style, see it caked on the face, it's too to interview those interested in
teaching in that area. Mrs. Mcbut decent.''
much."
Twenty-five per cent of the
Another declared that pretty Coy will arrange appointments.
William L. Allison, superintenmen interviewed said t h e y girls ruin their looks by using
thought Harding women wore too much make up and even a dent of schools at Cape Girartheir skirts too short. The re- plain girl looks better with a deau, Mo., will be in the placement office Feb. 13 after 1 p.m.
maining said they thought the minimum amount.
skirt length is decent. Most aIn contrast to this, a student and may be contacted through
greed that there are too many said, "Some women need all the definite appointments only.
exceptions.
Don Humphries, preacher at
help they can get!" Another inThe desirable length ranged teresting statement was, ''I want Great Bend, Kans., will also be
from below the knee to two to know what a girl looks like here that day. He is interested
inches above the knee, but the with all that goo off her befor.e in getting Christian teachers to
majority considered above the I marry her.''
move to the Great Bend area.
knee as indecent.
"Tall girls" should be heartened by the answers received. to
the second question that was
discussed. Then men were asked,
"If you dated a girl as tall or
taller than you, would you mind
if she wore heels?"
Eight-five per cent replied that
they would not mind at all. The
others said that they would definitely feel inferior and would
probably not even date a female
taller than they were.
Spike heels were disliked by
half of the men interviewed.
Forty per cent said they liked
them, the remaining ten percent
By Phil Sturm
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brought right to
your door by
a carpet
representative ·
from
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TV Stamps
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Ph. CH 5-3906

A NEW
JOY IS

Two Watch Repairmen for the Finest in Jewelry and
Watch Repair

Southwest Corner of
Court Square

Also specialize in
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refinishing formals

Coin Operated
Laundry
Greg Rhodes,
Manager
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The Registered Diamonds That Assure You of
Permanent Value Always.

Crystal by Tiffis, Glastonburg

Pressing

GLEASON

Love Bright Diamond Rings
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China by Lenox and Syracuse
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SAVE

Sterling Silver by Gorham, Toule, Wallace,
and International

Fluff Dry
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NEXT DOOR TO WESTERN AUTO

Wet Wash
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219 W. ARCH

Motor Tune-Up
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Shop in Modern Convenience

fieovenfy carpets &y
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Front End Alignment

Searcy's Leading Sc & $1.00

SELECTION of

109 West Market

L
Drapery and Fabric Shop
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SHOP -

We Welcome

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

You Are Always Welcome

STOP -

Cato's
Barber Shop
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GET YOUR DRESS MATERIAL
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1119 students filed through
long registration lines on Jan. 28
a nd 29 as Har ding College opened
its doors for the 1963 spring
semester.
The total enrollment of 1119
was down 73 from last fall's
total o.f 1192. The decrease represents a drop of six percent.
The 1961-62 school year showed a n increase from the fall
semester to the spring semester.
Last year's spring enrollment was
1125.
Juniors and seniors, who had
previously sectionized before the
end of the first semester, registered in the main reading room of
the Beaumont Memorial Library
on Monday, the 28th, while sophomores and freshmen classes
were sectionized in the graduate
reading room of the library.
Sophomores and f r e s h m e n
completed their registration pro~
cedures on Tuesday.
Totals on classes, states and
countries represented are not yet
completed.

Buckeyes, Badgers Compete For Main Spot
In Big Ten lntr~mural Basketball League
By Jim Angel

The leaders of the Big Ten
Conference, the Buckeyes and
the Badgers, are burning the nets
in their race to the league championship in intramural basketball.
The Buckeyes have a string of
five victories without a defeat.
The Buckeyes have a well-balanced team with N. Preston and K .
Johnson providing the scoring
punch.
The Badgers are in second
place with a 6-1 record; the one
defeat being to the Buckeyes 54
to 46. Ray Phillips and Jim
Vannaman had 12 and 11 points
respectively in the losing effort
while Norman Preston hit the
Hoop for 20 points for the Buckeyes.
In other games, the Badgers
squeeked by the Owls 39 to 38.
C. Clark pumped in 15 points
for the Badgers and Bateman collected 12 for the Owls.
The Hoosiers found the range
and blasted the Frogs 77 to 40.
Miller, Pratt, and Thompson all
hit double figures with 19, 17 and
15 in that order. The Wildcats
edged the Gophers 45 to 44.
Wilt (The Stilt) Martin proved
too much for the Gophers to
handle as he garnered 27 points.
There are four teams which
are capable of winning the
championship if the leaders
should falter. With only a few
games remaining the pressure
should build, so everyone come
out and support your favorite
team.
Southwest League Race
Four teams are still battling
to determine who will meet the
champions of the Big Ten.
The Porkers defeated the Aggies, 43-37, to gain the top ring
in the Southwest. The Owls
stunned the Hoosiers 50-40 to
gain second place.

In other games the Porkers
uprooted the Longhorns for a
56 to 43 victory. Jerry Selvidge
led the victors with 15 points
and J. Penrod collected 16 in a
losing effort.
The teams of both leagues have
good balance and some good
shooters. Picking the Bison all
stars will be a difficult job. However, the student body may rest
assured that this year's Bison
All Star Game will be one of the
most exciting intra.mural events
of the season.
Minor League
The Gators are snapping at the
heels of the Bulldogs and the
Trogans are trying to spear the
Webfeet.
The Minor League Basketball
race shapes up in this manner:
Club
Record
Bulldogs . .... .. .. .. ....... ...... ...... ... . 5-1
Gators ...... ....... .... ..................... 4-2
Middies . .... .. ... . . .. . .. ..... .... .. . . .. . ... 3-3
Webfeet ................. ...... .. .. ....... 4-1
Trojans . .... .... .. .. .... ... .. .. .. ... . ... ... 5-1
Buffaloes . . .... ... .. .. .. ... ... . ... . . .. ..... 4-2
Falcons . .. .. .... .... . .. . .... ... . . . .. ..... .. 4-2
In last week's games, the Webfeet dodged the Spears and unseated the Trojans for a 41 to
26 victory, thereby taking over
first place in the Atlantic League. Stennis Johnson upset the
Trojans with an unerring eye and
canned 22 points for the victors.
Alvis Brown collected 14 points
for the punchless Trojans.
The Gators woke up, bit
back and frightened the Bulldogs
for a 30 to 29 victory. A balanced scoring attack defeated the
individual 15 point performance
of Nelson Oliver of the losers.
In other games, the Falcom
spilled the Bears 30 to 26. Elliot Tyler took scoring honors
with a 18 point output in a losing cause. The Terps, led by
Glenn Murphy and David Taylor,
swamped the Mules 64 to 33.
Murphy and Taylor hit for 27

• Office Supplies
• Job Printing
• Rubber Stamps
DIAL CH 5-4844

O:ree Sets Down
Gym Regulations

New regulations regarding the
use of Harding's gym have been
set down by Harry Olree, ch.airman of the department of physical education.
The gym is open only to the
faculty, staff and students of
Harding College and Harding
Academy. Any other individual
or group must have permission
from Olree.
The gym is especially busy
each day from 2:45 until 6 p.m.
Persons are requested not to go
on the main floor during this
time unless "free play" has been
scheduled. Boys are not permitted on the floor during women's
intramurals.
Anyone using the gym must
wear tennis or basketball shoes
and men must wear a shirt at
all times.
The balcony may be used for
rope climbing, bicycle exercising
or authorized baseball pitching.
Unsupervised running, jumping
and climbing is not permitted in
the gym. Baseballs and footballs
are not to be thrown and kicked
in the gym unless it has been
reserved by a coach for that
purpose.
All locks and articles of clothing must be removed from all
lockers by the last day of each
spring semester. Gym mats and
the ·trampoline are to be used
only when supervised by a physical education teacher.
All persons wishing to use the
facilities of the gym are urged
to cooperate in observing the instructions.

"If all deadlines are met on ·
schedule, the annuals should be :
in the week of May 18. We're '
striving to have another AllAmerican annual," Annabelle remarked.

i

Davis Names New B & B
The Harding College Belles and
Beaux have fortified their ranks
with new members and are working toward another outstanding
group with hopes of a third
tour in the future.
New members of the group are
Donna Shipman and Gary Whitby, Memphis, Tenn.; Ann Crawford, Waldron; Charlette Chitty,
Houma, La.; David Young, San
Antonio, Tex.; Peter Bumpass,
Athens, Ohio.; Sam Miao, Singapore, Malaya; Jim Stanley, Sun
Valley, Calif.; John Robert Hall,
Henderson, Tenn.; Earl Davidson,
Montgomery, Ala.; Clifton L.
Ganus Ill, Waymon Moore and
Linda Risinger, Searcy; Marsha
Bailey, El Dorado; Patsy Smith
and Shirley Johnson, Walnut
Ridge; Reba Wood, Jasper, Ala.;
Joanne Wright, Northlake, ill.,
and Louise Tucker, Waynetown,
Ind.

Harding's talented Art Williams displays some of the equipment he uses in his sign making business.

Art Uses His Artistic Talent
To Pay for College Expenses
By Salena Cogdell

"Art" Williams was appropriately named by his parents,
for art is truly the story of this
young man's life.
Artistic talent has gotten him
where he is today and is providing the names to a noble goal
to be reached sometime in the
''not-too-distant-future.''
While attending Harding, Art
is cleverly making use of his
artistic skill by being both manaMembers of the European tour ger and employee of his own
group still in the Belles and sign-painting business.
Beaux are Mary Ethel Bales,
Office in Gr ad Donn
Naita Jean Berryhill and Betty
He operates from his headEly, Searcy; Anita Smith, West
Memphis; Jere Yates, Memphis, quarters in Graduate Dorm and
Tenn. and Harding Burton, Bells, may b e reached b y dialing
CH 5-4711, his private telephone
Tenn.
advertises
trade
,______.._____________ number.
by small He
placards
and his
also
by
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his work (only Art doesn't
1 ofconsider
it work) to realize his

Randc:raft Shoes for Young Men
Natural Poise and Petite Deb
Poll Parrot Shoes for Children
305 N. Spring St.

East Side of Square
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• Coleman Heating
• Beniamin Moore Paints
400 S. Locust St.

Ph. CH 5-3591
J
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Fam·11y Shoe Store

104 West Race

• Johns .. Manville Products
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WOOD • FREEMAN
LUMBER COMPANY

THE HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.

Cries from Annabelle Climer
such as, "I can't believe it,"
when she discovers that a necesand 20 :Points in that order. sary list of names was le~ out of
Special
a letter, are becoming common ,
Jerry Mote, Ray Phillips, and place to other students working
Ray Griffin beat Tom Bridges, on the Petit Jean.
1
Jim Pratt, and Bill Barden for
Pages have to be sent to Oklathe championship in three man homa City where John Clark and
basketball. Each member of the his wife do the paste-ups and
team received a trophy for his send these back to the Petit Jean
performance.
for proof reading. Near the end
of March several of the staff .
members and Dr. Joe Pryor go 1
to Oklahoma City for the final
proof reading. After necessary J
corrections are make, the final 1
cOpy is Sent to the American I
Yearbook Company at Topeka,

t• • • - · - - - -

eo~PRINTING CO.

Feb. 7, 1968

Frantic: P. J. Members
Working on Deadli~es

Place: My Fair Lady
Hair Styling Center

superior capacity in this field.
Art would like to spend his
days oil painting simply for his
own pleasure and the enjoyment
of others; this branch of art is
his first love. But, he is sign
painting his way through school
and so far, his signs have pointed the way to success.
Paints Searcy Signs
When gazing at store windows,
lettered cars and trucks, NO
PARKING signs and every other
kind of sign in and around
Searcy, his friends often wonder,
"Did he or didn't he?" for these
are typical examples of Art's
everyday routine jobs.

East End
Barber Shop

Harding College

Joe Cunningham
Raymond Hill

Students and Faculty

1515 E. Race St.
Across from

He has done work on campus
also such as the map of
preaching positions located in the
Bible Building and a section of
the 'Belles and Beaux' banner.
The "Ralph" posters which aPpeared all over campus during
class officer election week are
examples of his professional dexterity in the use of the silk
screen. He is proud of the fact
that he has the largest silk
screen on campus; however, he
has to keep it tucked under his
bed because his room would be
too crowded if he did otherwise.
Besides this gigantic silk
screen, Art also has nearly $300
invested in paints and an assortment of brushes valued at
$80. His pay scale has ranged
from as little as 19c to ten dollars hourly.
Hopes to be a Missionary
With this background, one
might think that Art's 'noble
goal' is to become a professional
artist. Surprisingly enough he is
a Bible major and hopes to go
to Russia as a missionary someday. Even more astonishing is
the fact that he is not enrolled in
any art classes at present, and
his only acquaintance with formal
art instruction has been through
a few correspondence courses
taken several years ago.
Persons who want to lose
weight quickly are encouraged to
~o on "total abstinence" diets.
The diets last from one to two
weeks during which the patient
takes nothing but vitamins, coffee, tea and water. Weight loss
is dramatic, hunger pangs nonexistent after the first day. The
diets should not be tried without
medical supervision.

City Tire Service

See The Complete New Line of 63 Fords

YOU DON'T HAVE TO GO OUT TO EAT!
JUST PHONE US F0 R DELIVERY
1

Bring us your Repair Work,
Regardless of Make or Model

OF YOUR LATE SNACK!

Bill's Frozen Delight
Your Ford Dealer

WHITE COUNTY MOTOR CO.
THE HOME OF THE TRADING POST

We Will Deliver Orders of at Least $2.00
To Students, Anytime Between 7 and I I p.m.

CALL CH 5-9625
Remember, After Study, Game or Show, Bill is Still Ready to Go!

"I always stop at Jim's
about noon . • . he takes
you out for the best lunch
in the world at White
House Cafe."
It's much easier
to close a deal
When he's eaten
a Square me.al.
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THE-HARDING BISON, S~rcy, Ark.

T.N.T. Beats Koinonia

Bisons Are Victorious After ·.Drop·ping Last Two Games
By Shannon Spears

Sideline Views

I

Bisons Lose To Henderson;
'State' Gets Sports Award
By Shannon Spears

Here At Home
Friday night the Bisons lost to
the Henderson Reddies, 80-71. In
their first meeting this year, the
Bisons prevailed 84-57.
Henderson, paced by freshman
star Kenneth Lewis and senior
Sam Baker, jumped into the lead
early and lead all the way. Lewis
captured high scoring honors for
the game with 26 while Barker
followed with 23.
Vernon Rogers, Harding's leading scorer, dumped in 19 and
Tom Watson followed with 15 to
lead the Bisons. Watson grabbed
off 12 rebounds to grab the honor in that department.
Last Tuesday night in Conway, the Hendrix Warriors avenged an earlier 73-72 loss to
the Bisons as they dropped the
Herd 59-52. The Warriors piled
up a 17 point lead early in the

1

game, and Harding could never
get closer than four points. Wes _
Crawford dropped in 23 for Hendrix while Rogers again paced
the Harding scoring with 18.
Harding's Vernon Rogers continues to be among the leading
scorers in the conference with
an average of 17.9 points a game.
Rogers, team captain for the Bisons, is also leading the squad
in rebounding and could be in:
the thick of the struggle for the
all-conference honors.

I

Around The AIC

Southern State . has been
named this year's winner of the
AIC sportsmanship trophy in
football. The Muleriders become
only the second team to win this
award, Harding having won it in
the two previous years it · was
awarded.
The Muleriders, after a disappointing season in football, have
failed to post a victory so f'ar
in their basketball campaign. To
add to their woes, four of their
top roundballers failed to make _
the necessary grades and have
been declared ineligible.
Henderson State lost AIC 440
champion Raymond Cheatum via
the same route, and State Teach- PHOTO BY OEAN
By Marie Laird
ers, losers in three of their last
Mountaineer's
Stanton
attemp.
t
s
to
block
the
shot
of Harding's
four
games,
may
be
·feeling
the
There has been good sportsBryan "Sugar plum" Jacobs.
manship shown throughout al- absence of starting guard Don
most all of the basketball games Cahill.
thus far. The clubs have been
conscientious, perhaps too conwell represented both on the save the game. Theta Psi won 25 scientious, about winning, but
court and in the cheering section. to 23.
she was. the leader of Oege in
Games are now being played
The scores of the other games sports. They will certainly miss
cross-court so as to complete the played last Thursday night are her help and leadership.
basketball games before time for as follows: Tri Kappa 5, Beta Tau
Mrs. Ryan has worked hard
the out-door games.
1; Kappa Phi 36, TAG 16; Kappa to set up the tournaments for
The score looked pretty dim Delta 15, Gata 11; Regina 18, the won;ien's sports, and all the
for Theta Psi at half-time. The Zeta Rho 19; MEA 44, Ju Go Ju women are urged to participate
Independents were in the lead 11; Phi Delta 32, WHC 10; Zeta and sUpport their club.
South Main _
11 to 9, and Theta Psi was going Phi Zeta 9, Tofe t 40.
The table tennis _and shuffleand
Park Ave
from bad to worse with the
Oege will certainly notice a board tournaments . have been
rough and stiff offense and de- weakness in their offense since posted in the recreation room of
fense shown by the Independents. Karen Fry has played her last Kendall Hall. These contests
GULF PRODUCTS
But during the third quarter, basketball game with her club. should be completed by February
Regina Peyton, Theta Psi's best
Karen worked untiringly to 9.
forward, returned for the night win at all times always with
from practice teaching, to help Oege in mind. She was very

Talkington
Gulf Station

HART
COMPLETE
AUTO .SERVICE

MAYFAIR
Hotel and Coffee Shop
THE HOST FOR
YOUR COMMUNITY
"MEET ME AT THE

MAYFAIR"

Allwyn Hart
Arnold Brooks
"Red" Fairfield
Leo Balentine

We Specialize in Automatic Tranmissions
Dynalflo - Fordomatic
306% S Main

CHRYSLER PRODUCTS
Phone CH 5-3221

Stotts Drug Store
FEATURINGMarcelle Cosmetics
Revlon
Coty
Dorothy Perkins
Max Factor

In a comedy of errors in
Rhodes Memorial Field House
Tuesday ni~ht, the Bisons managed to outscore College of the
Ozarks 86-68 to even their AIC
record at 6-6.
I The game was delayed twenty
, minutes when the Mountaineer
bus stalled en route to Searcy,
and for a while it looked like
there would be no game. When
things finally did get underway,
however, both teams ended up
shooting at the wrong goal.
For awhile, Harding had a
tec~hical called aga~nst them for
takmg too long a time out, and
a brief scuffle over a loose ball
ended up with a player on both
teams sitting out the game.
Both teams stayed neck and
neck for a while, but then Coach
Groover sent his Bisons into a
·.zone and Ozarks started to fall
·behind. With only one outside
shooter, the Mountaineers had
to depend on the inside game as
they fed Stanton underneath for
25 points. Richard Kruse, the
Ozark's only threat from outside could only muster ten.
Four Harding players scored
in double figures, with Vernon
Rogers leading the way with 20.
Bryan Jacobs had 14, Ryan
Touchton netted 11 and Larry
Brakefield added ten.
Saturday night Harding meets
Arkansas College in Batesville.
The . .Scots downed the Bisons in

WELCOME STUDENTS

Come in and Visit Our
Newiy Remodeled Building

CLUB BASKETBALL
In the first round of action
in club basketball, T.N.T. ex- '
ploded over Koinonia for a 57
to 32 victory.
David Fauss paced the T.N.T.
attack with a 20 point performance. The T .N.T. Club looked
like a determined team and could
go all the way.
In other small club games,
T.A.G. edged by A.E.X. 51 to
46 on the outstanding shooting
and playmaking of Jim Landers,
who netted 30 points. Gatewood
hit 14 points for A.E.X.
Pioneer slipped by Beta Phi by
a one point margin, 39 to 38.
Finley and Johnson paced the
Pioneer attack. Sceptor scored
11 points for Beta Phi. The
Fraters beat Galaxy 34 to 32
in another close game. Day had
15 points in a losing effort.
The other club games are fast,
the competition is keen, and the
action provides plenty of excitement, so everyone come out next
Monday night and support your
club in the second round of the
tournament.

Swimming Schedule
Mon.
Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
The
special

7:00-8:00
3:45-4:45 •
3:45-4:45
None
None
3:45-4:45
3:45-4:45
7:00-8:00
None
3:45-4:45
3:45-4:45
7:00-8:00
3:30-4:30
2:00-3:00
pools will be closed on
occasions.

their first meeting here at Searcy
earlier in the year.

CITY TIRE SERVICE
Recapping -

Retreading -

Vulcanizing

Call CH 5-4620

895 S. Main

..•.•.••fox trot
twist .•. waltz
lindy••• samba
mambo... chacha-cha~.bend
dip~.hop.' .step

turn ••• bump•••
whew•••
1$

For All Your Drug Needs See Stotts Drug

let Us Serve You

take a break
••• things go better
with Coke
TllADl•titAlllJC.

OE

,5suPER

MARKET

Finest In White County
Highway 67 East
Across from White County Motor Co.

A Friendly Institution

Phone CH 5-5831

Bottled under the authority of
The Coca-Cola Company by:

COCA COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF ARKANSAS
Searcy, Arkansas

VAN ATKINS SHOE DEPARTMENT
114 NORTH SPRING

Phone CH 5-2530

